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The world intention toward open data technology has increased in the past years, and governments started to explore open data technology in the public and private sectors and tried to check its advantages and disadvantages. However, in the Arab world and especially in Kuwait, there is no solid structured attention about the technology in both sectors. As a result, we tried in this paper to determine if business owners in Kuwait have enough knowledge of the open data (OD) concept and if they have the willingness to use it for enhancing their services. The purpose of this research is to measure the acceptance of OD technology in Kuwait and to gather business owners’ opinions about the ability to adopt the OD concept. Making online and hard copy survey was our method for gathering different reactions and points of view about this technology. We intended to focus on the private sector and we targeted people who own a business and wish to introduce better services for their customers. Overall, the results have shown clear features about open data technology in Kuwait and the substantial need of education and awareness of the importance of this technology. The results of this study may positively and directly affect the level of motivation for other existing studies.

1. Introduction

Business owners are trying to find the best solutions to make rapid changes in their business field and to use various ways to introduce the best services for their customers and to provide a better labor environment to their employees. In addition, with the rising of development and discovering new technologies to get the high quality of the introduced products, open data (OD) has emerged to be one of the most important technologies all over the world in many places and involved to make the data available in business field to be known as business data (BD) aka open commercial data. Open data points to reutilize and change the data and information by anybody with beneficial purposes for different sectors under certain constraints. A research has introduced open data as to be used with a high standard of nation interest that is held by national, local, and other government proxies obtainable on the global network which is the Internet so that it can be accessed by all individuals [1]. The ability to use data again and enhance the quality of it is the main idea of this concept. Open data technology can unlock opportunities for young workers and offer new investments between companies. Open data technology has been found in different fields such as information technology (IT), science, and health [2]. The goal of open data technology is to get benefit from the non-individual and non-merchant information into data that can be used again by everyone. In 2006, and according to Tim Berners-Lee, he published a deployment scheme for open data, based on five—incremental and progressively demanding—requirements represented as “stars” (Berners-Lee) [3]. A 5-star open dataset should comply with all these requirements:

1. Available on the web, any format of provided data has an open license.
2. Be available as machine-readable structured data (e.g., Excel instead of image scan).
2. Related Work

With the intensive search and the available researches that we have collected, it is important to mention that, to the best of our knowledge, there are no previous and/or existing studies and publications that consider open data technology in Kuwait and especially in the private sector, which makes this study the first research that mentions open data concept in Kuwait so far. Some researchers are considering open data not only a strategy of sharing information but also an uncommon way for exchanging data especially in business field. In this study, they tried to check if it is possible to make data available in both private and public sectors. Research outcomes in [7] insured that there is no experience or awareness about open data technology and the organizations do not have any plans or thought toward using open data.

A qualitative researcher in [8] was introduced to investigate factors that motivated government institutions in Saudi Arabia for the adoption of OGD. In-depth semi-structured interviews were used as a method for the qualitative assessment. Elements such as pillars, pressure, and rational myth were used from institutional theory to further deepen the study. In addition to the interviews, documentation was also utilized to support the qualitative outcomes. The study considered both public and private sectors. Major findings revealed that political reform; institutional pressures (both internal and external); wide range adoption of OGD among government agencies at local, regional, and international levels; and users’ expectations were the major factors affecting the adoption of OGD.

A recent research in [9] was presented to investigate the prediction factors for the adoption of open data. The influencing factors were examined by employing UMEGA model which is particularly designed for e-government adoption. Three other factors were also considered such as imitating behavior of others, disregarding one’s own beliefs, and grievance redressal. These factors were embedded in the proposed extended version of UMEGA model. A survey questionnaire was used for data collection from citizens of Pakistan. The outcome of the study suggested that factors such as facilitating conditions, effort expectancy, performance expectancy, and attitude have significant positive influence on effort expectancy, performance expectancy, attitude, and behavioral intention respectively to use open data technologies.

A new study in [10] was proposed to examine the factors influencing the adoption of OGD among firms in Taiwan. Factors such as top management support, government support, competitive pressure, perceived benefits, and perceived barriers were integrated based on sociotechnical model. A questionnaire was developed to collect needed data from respondents, the majority of them belonging to information technology firms. Results of the survey identified that top management support and competitive pressure are major factors that influenced the adoption of OGD by firms.

Researchers in [11] aimed to investigate factors that could affect the decision of an organization for open government data adoption in Saudi Arabia. They introduced an
integrated model based on technology organization-environment framework and information systems success model. Three major factors were used to extend the two models: political leadership, culture, and open data intermediaries. The proposed model addressed major key factors that were missing in other literatures with the same scope. Moreover, the introduced model was formulated based on supply (represented by characteristics from the provider side) and demand perspectives (characteristics from the organization side).

Research on OGD in Bahrain was presented [12] to capture the motivations and impediments that influence government agencies behavior toward OGD publication. Besides, maturity level in the agencies participating in publishing open data was assessed. In addition, the research assessed the local consuming and reusing of OGD by investigating citizens’ awareness, identifying citizens’ needs, and determining key challenges. Two questionnaires were introduced to assess the supply and demand sides focusing on two different populations: all residents of the Kingdom of Bahrain and all government entities. The outcome of the survey suggested that supply and demand were major considerations when it comes to OGD assessment framework for the Kingdom of Bahrain.

Another recent study in [13] investigated the impact of OD on smart cities. Researchers proposed a theoretical framework by applying a systematic literature review. Lack of robust theoretical framework was the major reason to conduct this research. It consists of conceptual and experimental methodologies. Randomized controlled trial was used as an experimental research design tool to evaluate policy. Results of the study suggested that it is possible to evaluate the impact of OD initiatives. It also can be monitored and improved. Moreover, outcomes of this research can be considered as guidance for better understanding of OD initiatives on smart cities.

A study in [14] discussed the existence of the developed tools and technology to use open data to get the best results. Moreover, an important note that they consider is if the country allows for their people and scientists to use open data, they need to recognize the restrictions and rules that make the data available for them to use and modify. As a result, having a better view about the open data concept makes it easier for policy makers to demonstrate the picture on how to accept open data and apply it in the good way to get the best advantages for people and the country.

Researchers in [15] executed a mission that needed braveness from different sides and experts. They have created a path that contains some elements and basics to implement open data, which is called Open Data Implementation Guide (ODIG). (1) Effortlessness: this means the time that is needed to use is not extended. (2) Quick-win: this rule is about fast beginning improvement with different seen outcomes to help in validating and getting the proper backup from business owners. (3) Realization level: by mentioning the last concepts, this point gives the first proceedings in having the open government data developed. (4) Experience sharing: this is the opportunity to share knowledge between other governments for the development method. (5) Information release: it is collecting and gathering the data in its all shapes from the public agencies to make it available to all people.

A study on open data and how it can offer different chances for both enterprises and society was proposed [5]. Several sectors around the country can get the usefulness of open data concept, such as economic development, creativity, democracy, engagement, innovative products, and services. By considering the last benefits of open data, it is
very essential for companies to take and implement the open data concept. Many researchers studied open data and the chance of choosing it as a competitive way between companies. Moreover, lots of studies pointed to the importance of identifying company resources and the proper method to use them as depicted in the OD resource model Figure 2. The source model suggests how to use data resources in the company. Researchers divided these resources into three parts which are information technology, information and data, and humans. The administration of all these partners requires the foundation of well-maintained partner systems.

A study in [16] pointed to the first movement toward information and data services availability. It began in the middle of 2000s in the European Union to enhance the knowledge about the importance of public open data by reutilizing it in 2003. There are many countries that have experienced open data technology and the first country was the United States of America (USA) in December 2009. After six months, the United Kingdom (UK) chose open data technology through implementing a website called data.gov.uk. With the last step of launching the website, UK is considered now as one of the top countries in using open data. In this study, they use the diffusion of innovation model to do their survey to the public sector, which concentrated on behavioral intentions of the users. The research ended with a conclusion that implementing open data in the public does not make any dangerous effect and can be trusted.

Authors introduced a research on open data portals in American cities [17]. Researchers have discovered that with the revolution of the Internet and exchanging knowledge and information, open data concept appeared to be one of the most modern names in information technology world ranking different places around the world. Since 2009, some researchers that were interested in open data concept tried to put some basic conditions on how open data must be alike and they presented it by eight propositions which are total, fundamental, appropriate, easy to get, machine-processable, nonpreferential, nonproprietary, and without authorization. Mentioning the last concept means that the data could be available to all without any hardness to reach and use. The priority of making open data is to give the opportunity for everyone to get its benefits and the most important thing is to cooperate faithfully to have the best result.

A study in [18] showed how implementing government open data in the UK is affecting the individuals in the country and its unexpected results. Researchers found that open data and its imaginative photo with the possible benefits that could happen by using it are very far and unbelievable from what they have discovered in UK. Furthermore, the most important thing they have mentioned is the bad use of open data that leads to a political goal for them. There are different advantages to use open data: (1) rising people and organization contribution, (2) making data more transparent, (3) and finally having information transference which means helping people getting the data more easily. Researchers have said that the results may be marked, particularly for an arrangement intensely dependent on innovations, initiatives, and tests. Open data is also more political than renovators claim.

Two researchers discussed the OGD and how recently government datasets are being more accessible and available for using information as nonproprietary groups, free of charge and with boundless utilization and dissemination rights. As it was mentioned in research [19] open data is a technology that made dreams come true for people who are seeking chances in health by making information broadly accessible to researchers, professionals, and scientists, but it needs a considerable fight to get the high quality and useful data. Authors in [20] also discussed open government data. They pointed to an important sentence which stated that to implement open data concept effectively, government must play a supportive part in this process. All businesses, either explicitly or implicitly, should employ a business model.

Researchers in [21] surveyed open data importance around different countries. Findings of the survey were interesting, especially the importance of open data and how much it is useful for the disciplinary community for solving social problems. Most important obstacles for publishing data as open data were the intent to publish results before releasing data, legal constraints, loss of credit, or field. Open data could be an incredible development with recognition and possible misinterpretation and misuse. Measures must be taken to guarantee that all people have the right to use the data again and get more opportunities. In addition, researchers in [22] connected the open data concept with smart cities and pointed to the importance of supporting the smart cities with open data and the shape of them.

It can be seen from the reviewed researches that no study was dedicated on Kuwait. Furthermore, most of the studies were based on open government data but not on open commercial data. The reviewed literature lacks the ability to directly investigate if the private sector is independently eager to use its own open data to increase productivity and profitability. Accordingly, this research is undertaken.

3. Research Hypothesis

In this section, research hypotheses H0, H1, and H2 are introduced. Details related to each hypothesis are presented in the survey results.

H0: most of the business owners are aware and have heard about open data technology and find it a solution for many problems (questions on section one).

H1: most of the business owners are willing to apply the open data concept (questions on section two).

H2: most of the business owners find the open data concept hard to use in Kuwait (questions on section three).

4. Research Methodology

In this part, the structure of this survey is presented. The questionnaire, information gathering, and data analysis are discussed.

4.1. Questionnaire Design. A questionnaire is introduced to 60 persons representing the private sector. The survey is designed to obtain information about the ability to accept open data technology and to measure if they are willing to
adopt this concept to enhance their business. We divided our survey into three sections to facilitate the process of collection and analysis of the results of the questionnaire as it is shown in Table 1. Section one focuses on the awareness of business owners toward open data concepts and their understanding. Section two considers the importance of applying open data and the possible benefits that will come from applying the technology. Finally, section three discusses some ideas and thoughts about applying open data and its future in Kuwait.

4.2. Data Collection. Survey methods were applied for gathering of primary data for the purpose of exploratory analysis. Making an electronic survey and hard copy were our two methods in distributing the survey. Online survey is an easy way to collect information because of the developed life that is based on the Internet and smart phones. Some respondents did not answer all the survey. These respondents were deleted from the sample. Some of the difficulties we had during the distribution process was finding people who have business and understand the meaning of OD concept. As a result, they took more than ten min to complete the questions and they left some questions without answers.

4.3. Research Instrument. The survey contained 24 questions, eight questions in each section. The survey was designed in both languages Arabic and English, for better understanding by everyone. Five-point Likert scale was used to know to which extent they agree with the statement, ranging from "strongly disagree" to "strongly agree" which was selected as a question type. The questionnaires were distributed to many places such as business companies, shops, and people who have their own business. Tools such as Microsoft Word (for creating hard copies) and Microsoft Forms (for creating the online version of the survey) were used. The online survey was sent through a link to people who were known and trusted to answer the questionnaire with credibility. The questionnaire was disseminated between November and December 2019.

5. Survey Results

This section demonstrates results after data collection for the three questions’ sections. We present the results and the answers of business owners to analyze them to observe the acceptance of applying open data technology. We reviewed each section and discussed the most critical questions that contained the best opinions and thoughts of business owners.

5.1. Section One. In this section, knowing the educational level of the respondents for understanding the OD concept is essential to add more value to our study and to enhance the results. The section contains eight questions. Each question aimed to understand if the business owner was aware and knew the OD concept in advance. Below we illustrate two questions that were helpful to the results in this part.

5.1.1. Question Number One (Q1). In this question, we ask the business owners if they have heard about the OD concept before and if they are familiar with it. As shown in Figure 3 the results illustrate that around 51% and above of business owners know about OD concept and they feel it is not new to them. Such an information provided a good impression about the level of understanding of the OD concept. The results are shown as follows: 51% agree, 17% strongly agree, 20% neutral, 7% disagree, and 5% strongly disagree.

5.1.2. Question Number Two (Q2). In this question, we tried to know if the business owners (from their understanding of the open data concept) think that the open data concept is a tool to open chances and opportunities for them in enhancing their business. It is essential to understand how business owner are thinking toward open data concept from their knowledge and perspective. This question aims to explain the business owner thinking about OD technology and if this technology can affect their business and can be a different experience. Figure 4 shows how many business owners think that the open data concept is a tool to open chances and opportunities for them in enhancing their business.
owners agree with this statement and most of them strongly agree on the great effect of OD technology. The results are shown as follows: 30% strongly agree, 34% agree, 23% neutral, 8% disagree, and 5% strongly disagree.

5.2. Results of Section One. From the results of the questions, the answers that we collected from business owners were varied and enormous in thought and understandings toward OD concept. It was very clear that knowing OD technology can guide business owners to think about its advantages on their business.

5.3. Section Two. In this section, we tried to introduce questions to measure how business owners can find the OD concept important to them, if they will accept applying it in future, if they find it as a bad influence, and if it has a none effective change to their work and company. Each question aimed to check the business owner thoughts towards OD concept and if it can be an advantage stage for his business. The section contains eight questions. Down below, we selected two questions that were helpful to the results in this part.

5.3.1. Question Number Three (Q3). As shown in Figure 5, a business owner responded in a very good way with this question and found OD as a tool to solve problems in their business. It is very clear that most of them agree on the statement and consider the OD technology to be a way to enhance their business and make their work better and far from mistakes and problems that may happen to their business. The results are illustrated as 25% strongly agree, 33% agree, 25% neutral, 14% disagree, and 3% strongly disagree.

5.3.2. Question Number Four (Q4). As shown in Figure 6, there was a different point of view in answering the question. Some of the business owners found that the OD concept can increase the productivity in a positive direction, and some other business owners think that it will not be affecting the economic side of their business in a good way. The answers point to an important note that some of the business owners cannot trust the open data technology to be applied in their business. The results are shown as follows: 38% agree, 16% strongly agree, 21% neutral, 23% disagree, and 2% strongly disagree.

5.4. Results of Section Two. From the answers of business owners, it can be seen that most of them can accept applying the open data concept to add a new value for their work. Moreover, some of the business owners find the OD technology as not trusted and cannot add anything to their work and their business.

5.5. Section Three. This section is essential because it will discuss the OD technology and if there is any chance to apply it in Kuwait by the business owners in the private sector. In Kuwait, having OD technology can be a substantial step in
the business field and need a big acceptance from the stakeholders. We added this section to understand and measure how business owners are having the intention to add the concept in their work and find it as a new experience and a way to enhance their business.

5.5.1. Question Number Five (Q5). As shown in Figure 7, we ask the Business Owners if they think the OD technology can be implemented very easily in Kuwait without any difficulties and problems. The answers were very negative than what we have expected and most of business owners think that it is so hard to apply open data in Kuwait and cannot be accepted and be used. Other answers agreed with the statement and think that the OD technology can be used very easily in Kuwait as a new way of doing work. There are business owners who did not know if they agree with the statement or disagree with it, so they decided to be in between and choose neutral. The results are shown: 24% agree, 10% strongly agree, 21% neutral, 35% disagree, and 10% strongly disagree.

5.5.2. Question Number Six (Q6). As shown in Figure 8, we tried to measure business owners’ thoughts about the OD technology and if it will need a large support and acceptance in Kuwait. It was very clear to business owners that they strongly agree with this statement while few respondents think that OD does not need support to apply in Kuwait and it can be easily implemented without any encouragement. This gives us a clear view that open data in Kuwait cannot be implemented successfully without any encouragement and help. The results are as it is shown: 28% agree, 32% strongly agree, 12% neutral, 19% disagree, and 9% strongly disagree.

5.6. Results of Section Three. From the feedback that we have got from business owners in this section, there were substantial differences about the idea of accepting open data technology and if this technology can occur in the business world. Some of the answers were very positive about having the technology in Kuwait and other answers were very far from what we have expected. In addition, business owners are finding it difficult to adopt and apply the new technology without support.

6. Recommendations

Open data technology is a considerable concept that needs big understanding and support from business owners. Understanding the OD concept very well can give us a big hope to implement it in Kuwait. From our study, we
recommend that spreading the knowledge about OD technology is essential to raise the OD educational level. Furthermore, it is essential to consider that OD technology can be a new move in the business field and enhance the investments.

7. Future Works
In the future, it is essential to enhance the knowledge of open data concept through doing more studies and researches in Kuwait in both public and private sectors. Moreover, adding a proposed system of OD technology will promote this concept and increase the awareness about it. Furthermore, concentrating on the advantages of open data technology is very essential to achieve better results in future studies and to support them for the countries that succeed in implementing the technology to take these countries as a good example for using OD technology and showing models for governments that have failed in implementing this technology. In addition, an open data strategy must be proposed and be adopted by, first, the government. Staging the OD execution via well-defined framework has valuable deliverables (Ministry of Interior started displaying number of traffic deaths in real time as part of traffic awareness strategy). This action can drive other entities such as the private sector to gradually think of OD. NGOs as well can play a significant role to promote OD in different occasions. It is important in future to highlight what are the most important factors that influence business owners to adopt OD (as OD supplier).

8. Conclusion
OD technology is one of the important concepts nowadays in the information technology world. This research focused on the open data definition and the ability of applying this technology in Kuwait, especially in the private sector. This study discussed business owners’ opinions about OD via a survey. By discussing the hypothesis and the results that we had from the surveys, it was very clear that the majority of business owners have sufficient knowledge about OD technology and know about the concept. Furthermore, most of the business owners’ answers do support the idea of adopting open data technology, but some of them are not encouraged to implement OD in their business. Another important note that we must point to is that business owners in Kuwait have weak intention to apply open data without support. Also, the results have shown that OD cannot be implemented easily in Kuwait and its future is not structured well. We believe that the private sector’s adoption of the idea of open data as a source of income and productivity will positively affect the economic cycle in the country and encourage the government sector to support the concept of open data and enact the necessary laws for that.

Data Availability
The data were collected using hard copy and soft copy. Soft copy is based on an online survey system. The data associated with this study are survey/questionnaire data. The questionnaire is of type Five-Points Likert Scale. The survey data used to support the findings of this study have been deposited as a record in the Fairsharing.org repository. The data are available for anyone to access (via the URL) for research purposes only https://forms.office.com/Pages/AnalysisPage.aspx?id=DQSlkW3W0yxEajBbLZtrQAAAAAAAcAAAAAXAAAABXlZIUQkRPPREyNPhZQTM3VUpfQ1NQN0R5DVRVQ4h4u&AnalyzerToken=BqwlzRWtp1v3kpaflqQTaWXwwkHqysQ.
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